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Editors Note:

This month the
featured car club is
the Corvette Club.
Their members
qualify for a
discounted
admission fee of
$10.00. So watch
out for a lot of
Super Stock racers!

Please remember
the June autocross
is a part of the
Aloha State Games,
you'll need to
register before the
event. (see
Lindsey's note on
page 6)

Big trucks. Normally one wouldn't see
too many of them at the autocross, but
two showed up to plow down the track.
In a Nissan Frontier, Richard Crabbe ran
very consistently in the mid 70's without
hitting any cones! Martin Barrozo on the
other hand had loads of fun killing all the

Earl Huang once again won his class, only
this time it was the new Street Touring S class
for cars with street tires. He's doing something
right because he was over 3 seconds quicker

than the next closest Subaru!

cones in sight during fun runs. I wonder
what class Martin's truck would be in.

Speaking of classes, the new 2000-2001
season has introduced a few new
classifications. Street Touring S, Street
Touring R, and Street Modified are three
new classes that have already been filled
with competitors, mostly from CSP. It
might be a good idea to check the
rulebook to see if your car has been
moved to another class. Many changes
have been made to all classifications. Do
it soon since it's still the beginning of the
season and class points are tallied for the
each race.
A new season brings new faces. Chad
Bulacan, Mark Cruz, and Richard
Takaba were April's novices.

(Continued on page 2)

Hawaiian Electric's Electron Marathon 2000
Once again SCCA, Hawaii Region was
called on by Hawaiian Electric to run the
race for the Fifth Annual Electron
Marathon. The Electron Marathon is an
electric car race with all the cars built by
the students at various high schools in the
state.

The day started with the usual speeches
by the dignitaries from Hawaiian Electric,
the military and the schools. The first
race of the day was between the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Marines. I was only
able to give them a brief rundown on how
to race and the flagging rules. Needless
to say, they had a poor start. As soon as
the pace car pulled off, they all started
racing without waiting for the green flag.

By Lindsey Akamu

We gave them a yellow flag and tried to
(Continued on page 3)

The West Hawaii Prepatory Academy winner.


